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How Does Beowulf Embody The Ideals Of Conduct In The Anglo
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for Beowulf, considered by some to be
representative of the earliest stage in the development of oral poetry. As one of the most well-known works of early Anglo-Saxon
literature, Beowulf is one of the earliest records of standard Old English. Moreover, this epic is studied for its use of fusing pagan
and Christian elements through the lens of a hero’s struggles. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of
Beowulf as a classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright
Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and
Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275
classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study
guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for
further research.
A retelling in graphic format of the Anglo-Saxon epic about the heroic efforts of Beowulf, son of Edgetheow, to save the people of
Heorot hall from the terrible monster, Grendel.
Beowulf is the conventional title of an Old English heroic epic poem consisting of 3182 alliterative long lines, set in Scandinavia,
commonly cited as one of the most important works of Anglo-Saxon literature.It survives in a single manuscript known as the
Nowell Codex. Its composition by an anonymous Anglo-Saxon poet is dated between the 8th and the early 11th century. In 1731,
the manuscript was badly damaged by a fire that swept through a building housing a collection of Medieval manuscripts
assembled by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton. The poem fell into obscurity for decades, and its existence did not become widely known
again until it was printed in 1815 in an edition prepared by the Icelandic scholar Grímur Jónsson Thorkelin.In the poem, Beowulf, a
hero of the Geats in Scandinavia, comes to the help of Hroðgar, the king of the Danes, whose mead hall (Heorot) has been under
attack by a being known as Grendel. After Beowulf slays him, Grendel's mother attacks the hall and is then also defeated.
Victorious, Beowulf goes home to Geatland in Sweden and later becomes king of the Geats. After a period of fifty years has
passed, Beowulf defeats a dragon, but is fatally wounded in the battle. After his death, his attendants bury him in a tumulus, a
burial mound, in Geatland.Opinions may differ as to the date at which the poem of “Beowulf” was written, the place in which it was
localised, and the religion of the poet who combined the floating legends into one epic whole, but all must accept the poem as
embodying the life and feelings of our Forefathers who dwelt in North Germany on the shores of the North Sea and of the Baltic.
The life depicted, the characters portrayed, the events described, are such as a simple warrior race would cherish in tradition and
legend as relics of the life lived by their ancestors in what doubtless seemed to them the Golden Age. Perhaps stories of a divine
Beowa, hero and ancestor of the English, became merged in other myths of sun-hero and marsh-demon, but in any case the
stories are now crystallized around one central human figure, who may even be considered an historical hero, Beowulf, the thane
of Hygelac, King of the Geats. It is this grand primitive hero who embodies the ideal of English heroism. Bold to rashness for
himself, prudent for his comrades, daring, resourceful, knowing no fear, loyal to his king and his kinsmen, generous in war and in
peace, self-sacrificing, Beowulf stands for all that is best in manhood in an age of strife. It is fitting that our first British hero should
be physically and mentally strong, brave to seek danger and brave to look on death and Fate undaunted, one whose life is a
struggle against evil forces, and whose death comes in a glorious victory over the powers of evil, a victory gained for the sake of
others to whom Beowulf feels that he owes protection and devotion.
The first and most terrifying monster in English literature, from the great early epic Beowulf, tells his own side of the story in this
frequently banned book. This classic and much lauded retelling of Beowulf follows the monster Grendel as he learns about
humans and fights the war at the center of the Anglo Saxon classic epic. This is the book William Gass called "one of the finest of
our contemporary fictions."
The Classic Complete Beowulf - THE figure which meets us as we enter on the study of Heroes of the British Race is one which
appeals to us in a very special way, since he is the one hero in whose legend we may see the ideals of our English forefathers
before they left their Continental home to settle in this island. Opinions may differ as to the date at which the poem of "Beowulf"
was written, the place in which it was localised, and the religion of the poet who combined the floating legends into one epic whole,
but all must accept the poem as embodying the life and feelings of our Forefathers who dwelt in North Germany on the shores of
the North Sea and of the Baltic. The life depicted, the characters portrayed, the events described, are such as a simple warrior
race would cherish in tradition and legend as relics of the life lived by their ancestors in what doubtless seemed to them the
Golden Age. Perhaps stories of a divine Beowa, hero and ancestor of the English, became merged in other myths of sun-hero and
marsh-demon, but in any case the stories are now crystallized around one central human figure, who may even be considered an
historical hero, Beowulf, the thane of Hygelac, King of the Geats. It is this grand primitive hero who embodies the ideal of English
heroism. Bold to rashness for himself, prudent for his comrades, daring, resourceful, knowing no fear, loyal to his king and his
kinsmen, generous in war and in peace, self-sacrificing, Beowulf stands for all that is best in manhood in an age of strife. It is fitting
that our first British hero should be physically and mentally strong, brave to seek danger and brave to look on death and Fate
undaunted, one whose life is a struggle against evil forces, and whose death comes in a glorious victory over the powers of evil, a
victory gained for the sake of others to whom Beowulf feels that he owes protection and devotion.
This collection explores Beowulf’s extensive impact on contemporary culture across a wide range of forms. The last 15 years
have seen an intensification of scholarly interest in medievalism and reimaginings of the Middle Ages. However, in spite of the
growing prominence of medievalism both in academic discourse and popular culture—and in spite of the position Beowulf itself
holds in both areas—no study such as this has yet been undertaken. Beowulf in Contemporary Culture therefore makes a
significant contribution both to early medieval studies and to our understanding of Beowulf’s continuing cultural impact. It should
inspire further research into this topic and medievalist responses to other aspects of early medieval culture. Topics covered here
range from film and television to video games, graphic novels, children’s literature, translations, and versions, along with original
responses published here for the first time. The collection not only provides an overview of the positions Beowulf holds in the
contemporary imagination, but also demonstrates the range of avenues yet to be explored, or even fully acknowledged, in the
study of medievalism.
Beowulf's presence on the popular cultural radar has increased in the past two decades, coincident with cultural crisis and change.
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Why? By way of a fusion of cultural studies, adaptation theory, and monster theory, Beowulf's Popular Afterlife examines a wide
range of Anglo-American retellings and appropriations found in literary texts, comic books, and film. The most remarkable feature
of popular adaptations of the poem is that its monsters, frequently victims of organized militarism, male aggression, or social
injustice, are provided with strong motives for their retaliatory brutality. Popular adaptations invert the heroic ideology of the poem,
and monsters are not only created by powerful men but are projections of their own pathological behavior. At the same time there
is no question that the monsters created by human malfeasance must be eradicated.
In this “hauntingly beautiful story about love, family, and relationships,” a mysterious dog helps an elderly man in his final days
(Archbishop Desmond Tutu). After Sam Peek’s beloved wife Cora dies, his children are worried about him. After fifty-seven years
of marriage, they are unsure how their elderly father will survive on his own. They talk about him as if he can’t hear them,
questioning how he’ll run a farm, drive his truck, or live by himself. When Sam tells his children about a white dog who visits him,
yet seems invisible to everyone else, they are sure that grief and old age have taken a toll on their father. But, real or not, the
creature soothes Sam’s grief and ultimately reconciles him with his own mortality. In this bittersweet story of love, grief, and
coming to terms with death, “master storyteller” Terry Kay takes readers on Sam’s journey with his white dog, bringing solace
and comfort to the inevitable transition that all must make (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution).
The Oxford History of Life-Writing: Volume 1: The Middle Ages explores the richness and variety of life-writing from late Antiquity
to the threshold of the Renaissance. During the Middle Ages, writers from Bede to Chaucer were thinking about life and
experimenting with ways to translate lives, their own and others', into literature. Their subjects included career religious, saints,
celebrities, visionaries, pilgrims, princes, philosophers, poets, and even a few 'ordinary people.' They relay life stories not only in
chronological narratives, but also in debates, dialogues, visions, and letters. Many medieval biographers relied on the reader's
trust in their authority, but some espoused standards of evidence that seem distinctly modern, drawing on reliable written sources,
interviewing eyewitnesses, and cross-checking their facts wherever possible. Others still professed allegiance to evidence but
nonetheless freely embellished and invented not only events and dialogue but the sources to support them. The first book devoted
to life-writing in medieval England, The Oxford History of Life-Writing: Volume 1: The Middle Ages covers major life stories in Old
and Middle English, Latin, and French, along with such Continental classics as the letters of Abelard and Heloise and the
autobiographical Vision of Christine de Pizan. In addition to the life stories of historical figures, it treats accounts of fictional heroes,
from Beowulf to King Arthur to Queen Katherine of Alexandria, which show medieval authors experimenting with, adapting, and
expanding the conventions of life writing. Though Medieval life writings can be challenging to read, we encounter in them the
antecedents of many of our own diverse biographical forms-tabloid lives, literary lives, brief lives, revisionist lives; lives of political
figures, memoirs, fictional lives, and psychologically-oriented accounts that register the inner lives of their subjects.
A poetic translation of the classic Arthurian story is an edition in alliterative language and rhyme of the epic confrontation between
a young Round Table hero and a green-clad stranger who compels him to meet his destiny at the Green Chapel. Reprint. 20,000
first printing.
How can you appreciate Beowulf when you have no idea what it’s saying?! If you’ve ever sat down with the epic poem and found
yourself scratching your head then this bundled book is just for you! Inside you will find a comprehensive study guide, and a
modern retelling (along with the original text) of Beowulf Each section of this book may also be purchased individually.
My mouth watered when first I saw the publication of this title, as it promised a next step in the exploration of cultural phenomena
from within a culture s view and vision of itself. George Simons, Delta Intercultural Academy Essential reading for all practitioners
and researchers who seek to gain greater insights on cultural differences and leadership competencies. Rosalie Tung, Simon
Fraser University, Past President, Academy of Management and author of 11 books including Learning from World Class
Companies This fascinating collection of local mythology shows how widely leadership models differ across nations, and how
deeply these differences are rooted. True global leadership is based on empathy with local variety. Geert Hofstede, Maastricht
University, The Netherlands, author of Culture s Consequences: Comparing Values, Behaviors, Institutions and Organizations
Across Nations I have yet to come across a more captivating study of global leadership patterns. The reader is taken into largely
unchartered territory linking globalisation, culture and leadership. Delving deep into folklore, mythology and spirituality we begin to
understand how these are manifested in human behaviour and are exhibited in leadership styles. A must-read! S. Ramadorai,
CEO of Tata Consultancy Services . . . intriguing and worthy book . . . If you are a voracious reader of books on leadership and
management style, this 4 part book does provide copious food for thought. The extensive bibliographies at the end of every
article/chapter offer excellent suggestions for your further reading and research and it s a great series of 21st century critical
commentaries. The Barrister Magazine This ground-breaking book explains how deep-seated cultural mythologies shape
contemporary global leaders and provides insights into navigating the dynamics and complexities in today s era of globalization.
The authors use myths to uncover core characteristics and values from 20 different cultural contexts spanning all major regions of
the world the Americas, Europe, Africa and the Middle East, and Asia and the Pacific Rim that have evolved over generations and
continue to shape global leadership models. Commentaries are included from practicing managers and leaders to provide real
world insights on the implications of the ideas discussed. International managers and executives, public officials, business
consultants and corporate trainers will welcome the insights on cross-cultural leadership styles. The book will also find interest
from researchers and students across a broad array of professional and social science disciplines.
In this important contribution to Anglo-Saxon studies Dr Goldsmith presents a fully elaborated and documented interpretation of
Beowulf based on the original theories which she has put forward in recent years and which have aroused considerable interest
and controversy in scholarly circles. Her view of the poem as the product of a marriage of cultural traditions, a historical epic with
allegorical significance, is developed in the context of a close analysis of the doctrinal and literary environment prevailing during
the period A.D. 650-800, within which composition is placed. Dr Goldsmith seeks to show that the poem has a unified and
coherent structure and in the process resolves many textual and interpretative problems of long standing. Beowulf is clearly seen
as a serious work of art standing at the head of the vernacular tradition of allegorical poetry.
Why did the most read work in English literature go without cinematic adaptation for so long? And why, after so much neglect, did
five major film adaptations of the poem appear between 1999 and 2008? This book explores the growing list of films based on or
inspired by the Old English epic poem Beowulf, and thus joins the ongoing consideration of film medievalism. If the films lead
audiences back to the original, the will discover a work of great cultural, linguistic, and inherent visual power--but will the pervasive
influence of cinema affect the future reception of Beowulf? The films derived from it constitute an interesting if yet incomplete body
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of variants with their own specific social commentary: they inevitably sway not only from the story, but also from the themes and
concerns of the original to those more interesting to the filmmakers. The films under consideration here, like all others, respond to
the zeitgeist: they measure the pulse of how we are processing inherited notions of heroism in contemporary media, and they
teach us more about our own times than about the poem from which they derive.
The date of Beowulf, debated for almost a century, is a small question with large consequences. Does the poem provide us with
an accurate if idealized view of early Germanic culture? Or is it rather a creature of nostalgia and imagination, born of the desire of
a later age to create for itself a glorious past? If we cannot decide when, between the 5th and 11th centuries, the poem was
composed, we cannot distinguish what elements in Beowulf belong properly to the history of material culture, to the history of myth
and legend, to political history, or to the development of the English literary imagination. This book represents both individual and
concerted attempts to deal with this important question, and presents one of the most important inconclusions in the study of Old
English. The contributors raise so many doubts, turn up so much new and disturbing information, dismantle so many longaccepted scholarly constructs that Beowulf studies will never be the same: henceforth every discussion of the poem and its period
will begin with reference to this volume.
What makes one Anglo-Saxon poem better than another? Why does Beowulf still have the power to move us after so many
centuries? What might have been aesthetically pleasing to Old English readers and writers of poetry? While there is an apparent
consensus by scholars on a core of poems considered to be exceptional literary achievements - Beowulf, Judith, the Vercelli book
- there has been little systematic investigation of the basis for these appraisals. With new essays on rhetoric, wordplay, meter,
structure, irony, form, psychology, ethos, and reader response, the contributors to this collection aim to find objective aesthetic
qualities in Anglo-Saxon poetry. Posing questions of quality and beauty as discoverable in artefacts, On the Aesthetics of Beowulf
and Other Old English Poems significantly advances our understanding not only of aesthetics and Old English poetry, but also of
Old English attitudes towards literature as an art form.

Composed towards the end of the first millennium, the Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf is one of the great Northern epics and
a classic of European literature. In his new translation, Seamus Heaney has produced a work which is both true, line by
line, to the original poem, and an expression, in its language and music, of something fundamental to his own creative
gift. The poem is about encountering the monstrous, defeating it, and then having to live on, physically and psychically
exposed, in that exhausted aftermath. It is not hard to draw parallels between this story and the history of the twentieth
century, nor can Heaney's Beowulf fail to be read partly in the light of his Northern Irish upbringing. But it also transcends
such considerations, telling us psychological and spiritual truths that are permanent and liberating.
Examinations of the date of Beowulf have tremendous significance for Anglo-Saxon culture in general.
The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of Anglo-Saxon literature as we
know it today. This Enriched Classic includes: • A concise introduction that gives readers important background
information • A timeline of significant events that provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes and
plot points to help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis and modern
perspectives on the work • Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and book group interaction • A list of
recommended related books and films to broaden the reader's experience Enriched Classics offer readers affordable
editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in
Enriched Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their full potential.
Series edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson
An ambassador of the tenth-century Caliph of Bagdad is carried off by the Norsemen to endure, for three years, the
harshness of their way of life and the creatures that terrorize them.
New York Times bestselling author Maria Dahvana Headley presents a modern retelling of the literary classic Beowulf,
set in American suburbia as two mothers—a housewife and a battle-hardened veteran—fight to protect those they love in
The Mere Wife. From the perspective of those who live in Herot Hall, the suburb is a paradise. Picket fences divide
buildings—high and gabled—and the community is entirely self-sustaining. Each house has its own fireplace, each
fireplace is fitted with a container of lighter fluid, and outside—in lawns and on playgrounds—wildflowers seed themselves
in neat rows. But for those who live surreptitiously along Herot Hall’s periphery, the subdivision is a fortress guarded by
an intense network of gates, surveillance cameras, and motion-activated lights. For Willa, the wife of Roger Herot (heir of
Herot Hall), life moves at a charmingly slow pace. She flits between mommy groups, playdates, cocktail hour, and dinner
parties, always with her son, Dylan, in tow. Meanwhile, in a cave in the mountains just beyond the limits of Herot Hall
lives Gren, short for Grendel, as well as his mother, Dana, a former soldier who gave birth as if by chance. Dana didn’t
want Gren, didn’t plan Gren, and doesn’t know how she got Gren, but when she returned from war, there he was. When
Gren, unaware of the borders erected to keep him at bay, ventures into Herot Hall and runs off with Dylan, Dana’s and
Willa’s worlds collide.
The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots, characters, literary devices, and
historical background. The latest generation of titles in this series also features glossaries and visual elements that
complement the classic, familiar format. CliffsNotes on Beowulf takes you into the epic story of warriors and strange
beasts. Beowulf is considered to be the longest and greatest surviving Anglo-Saxon poem. Some see it as an early
celebration of Christianity. Others think it extols—or perhaps condemns—heroic values. Step into this epic poem and get
ready for sword fights, feasts, and treasures. With this study guide, you’ll be able to follow all of the action as you
consider the artistic impact of the work. You'll also gain insight into the characteristics of the unknown poet and the
manuscript itself. Other features that help you study include Character analyses of major players A character map that
graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters Critical essays A review section that tests your knowledge A
Resource Center full of books, articles, films, and Internet sites Classic literature or modern-day treasure—you'll
understand it all with expert information and insight from CliffsNotes study guides.
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Seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 1,0,
University of Duisburg-Essen, language: English, abstract: In this essay I will examine the warrior values of the AngloSaxon society. The central part is formed by a detailed assessment of Beowulf and The Wanderer. Before I turn to the
literary works in question, however, I will present general considerations drawn from a number of scholarly sources which
will form the basis of my argumentation. The first chapter outlines the historical context necessary to comprehend the full
complexion of the topic and to justify the choice of the texts used.
Argues for a new reading of Beowulf in its contemporary context, where honour and violence are intimately linked.
The most comprehensive best selling anthology of its kind, the second volume in this two-part survey enables leaders to choose among the
most important canonical and less-familiar texts of the Western literary tradition in Europe and the Americas. It offers complete texts
whenever possible, uses the best translations of foreign-language material, and, when appropriate, presents more than one text by each
author. Volume Two provides detailed historical and biographical notes and introductions to the later literary periods including Neoclassicism
and Romanticism; Realism and Naturalism; and Modern and Contemporary.
The trickster and the hero, found in so many of the world’s oral traditions, are seemingly opposed but often united in one character. Trickster
and Hero provides a comparative look at a rich array of world oral traditions, folktales, mythologies, and literatures—from The Odyssey, The
Epic of Gilgamesh, and Beowulf to Native American and African tales. Award-winning folklorist Harold Scheub explores the “Trickster
moment,” the moment in the story when the tale, the teller, and the listener are transformed: we are both man and woman, god and human,
hero and villain. Scheub delves into the importance of trickster mythologies and the shifting relationships between tricksters and heroes. He
examines protagonists that figure centrally in a wide range of oral narrative traditions, showing that the true hero is always to some extent a
trickster as well. The trickster and hero, Scheub contends, are at the core of storytelling, and all the possibilities of life are there: we are taken
apart and rebuilt, dismembered and reborn, defeated and renewed.
In Communal Creativity in the Making of the ‘Beowulf’ Manuscript, Simon Thomson analyses details of scribal activity to tell a story about
the project that preserved Beowulf as one of a collective, if error-strewn, endeavour.
A modern translation of the Anglo-Saxon poem, attempts to portray the alliteration and rhythm of the original
Of unknown authorship, Beowulf is an Old English epic poem which incites contentious debate and has been endlessly interpreted over the
centuries. This Reader's Guide provides a much-needed overview of the large body of Beowulf criticism, moving from eighteenth-century
reactions to twenty-first-century responses. Jodi-Ann George: • charts the changes in critical trends and theoretical approaches applied to the
poem • includes discussion of J. R. R. Tolkein's pioneering 1936 lecture on Beowulf , and Seamus Heaney's recent translation • analyses
Beowulf in popular culture, addressing the poem's life in film versions, graphic novels, music and comics. Clear and engaging, this is an
indispensable introductory guide to a widely-studied and enigmatic work which continues to fascinate readers everywhere.
The most revered work composed in Old English, Beowulf is one of the landmarks of European literature. This handbook supplies a wealth of
insights into all major aspects of this wondrous poem and its scholarly tradition. Each chapter provides a history of the scholarly interest in a
particular topic, a synthesis of present knowledge and opinion, and an analysis of scholarly work that remains to be done. Written to
accommodate the needs of a broad audience, A Beowulf Handbook will be of value to nonspecialists who wish simply to read and enjoy
Beowulf and to scholars at work on their own research. In its clear and comprehensive treatment of the poem and its scholarship, this book
will prove an indispensable guide to readers and specialists for many years to come.
In exploring the identities of foreign fighters seeking glory abroad, this revisionist book challenges the traditional view of Beowulf as a "hero."
Beowulf emphasizes the obligations attending excellence and the temptation of power, both personal and civic.
During the twenty years that have passed since the publication of J.R.R. Tolkien's famous lecture, "Beowulf, the Monsters and the Critics,"
interest in Beowulf as a work of art has increased gratifyingly, and many fine papers have made distinguished contributions to our
understanding of the poem as poetry and as heroic narrative. Much more, however, remains to be done. We have still no systematic and
sensitive appraisal of the poem later than Walter Morris Hart's Ballad and Epic, no thorough examination of the poet's gifts and powers, of the
effects for which he strove and the means he used to achieve them. More than enough remains to occupy a generation of scholars. It is my
hope that this book may serve as a kind of prolegomenon to such study. It makes no claim to completeness or finality; it contributes only the
convictions and impressions which have been borne in upon me in the course of forty years of study of the poem. - Preface.

A new, feminist translation of Beowulf by the author of the much-buzzed-about novel The Mere Wife Nearly twenty years
after Seamus Heaney’s translation of Beowulf—and fifty years after the translation that continues to torment high-school
students around the world—there is a radical new verse translation of the epic poem by Maria Dahvana Headley, which
brings to light elements that have never before been translated into English, recontextualizing the binary narrative of
monsters and heroes into a tale in which the two categories often entwine, justice is rarely served, and dragons live
among us. A man seeks to prove himself as a hero. A monster seeks silence in his territory. A warrior seeks to avenge
her murdered son. A dragon ends it all. The familiar elements of the epic poem are seen with a novelist’s eye toward
gender, genre, and history—Beowulf has always been a tale of entitlement and encroachment, powerful men seeking to
become more powerful, and one woman seeking justice for her child, but this version brings new context to an old story.
While crafting her contemporary adaptation of Beowulf, Headley unearthed significant shifts lost over centuries of
translation.
Beowulf is epic in every way--but let's face it..if you don't understand it, then you are not alone. This annotated book
includes a summary of each section, an overview of themes and characters. It does not include the book. We all need
refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to
understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
The most important poetry reference for more than four decades—now fully updated for the twenty-first century Through
three editions over more than four decades, The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics has built an unrivaled
reputation as the most comprehensive and authoritative reference for students, scholars, and poets on all aspects of its
subject: history, movements, genres, prosody, rhetorical devices, critical terms, and more. Now this landmark work has
been thoroughly revised and updated for the twenty-first century. Compiled by an entirely new team of editors, the fourth
edition—the first new edition in almost twenty years—reflects recent changes in literary and cultural studies, providing up-todate coverage and giving greater attention to the international aspects of poetry, all while preserving the best of the
previous volumes. At well over a million words and more than 1,000 entries, the Encyclopedia has unparalleled breadth
and depth. Entries range in length from brief paragraphs to major essays of 15,000 words, offering a more thorough
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treatment—including expert synthesis and indispensable bibliographies—than conventional handbooks or dictionaries. This
is a book that no reader or writer of poetry will want to be without. Thoroughly revised and updated by a new editorial
team for twenty-first-century students, scholars, and poets More than 250 new entries cover recent terms, movements,
and related topics Broader international coverage includes articles on the poetries of more than 110 nations, regions, and
languages Expanded coverage of poetries of the non-Western and developing worlds Updated bibliographies and crossreferences New, easier-to-use page design Fully indexed for the first time
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license.
Featuring essays from some of the most prominent voices in early medieval studies, Dating Beowulf playfully redeploys
the word ‘dating’, which usually heralds some of the most divisive critical impasses in the field, to provocatively phrase a
set of new relationships with an Old English poem. The volume argues for the relevance of the early Middle Ages to
affect studies and vice-versa, offering a riposte to antifeminist discourse and opening avenues for future work by
specialists in the history of emotions, literary theorists, students of Old English literature and medieval scholars alike. To
this end, the essays embody a range of critical approaches from queer theory to animal studies and ecocriticism to actornetwork theory.
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